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Abstract- Task duplication is an effective scheduling technique 
for reducing the response time of workflow applications in 
dynamic grid computing systems. Task duplication based 
scheduling algorithms generate shorter schedules without 
sacrificing efficiency but leave the computing resources over 
consumed due to the heavily duplications. In this paper, we try 
to minimize the duplications of tasks from the schedule 
obtained using an effective duplication based scheduling 
heuristic without affecting the overall schedule length 
(makespan) of grid application. Here, we suggested an 
economical duplication based intelligent scheduling heuristic 
called economical duplication scheduling in grid (EDS-G). The 
simulation results show that EDS-G algorithm generates better 
schedule with lesser number of duplications and remarkably 
less resource consumption as compared with HLD, LDBS in 
the simulated heterogeneous grid computing environments 
Keywords- scheduling, grid computing, duplication based 
heuristic, DAG, workflow applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

n recent years, grid computing has obtained a lot of 
attentions from engineers and scientists for executing high 

performance parallel and distributed applications due to 
major advancements in wide-area network technologies and 
low cost of powerful computing and high-speed network 
resources. In general, a parallel and distributed application 
can be represented by a weighed directed acyclic task graph 
(DAG) as shown in figure 1. In DAG, the nodes represent 
application tasks and the edges represent inter-task data 
dependencies. The algorithm for finding an optimal 
schedule for the multiprocessor scheduling problem is NP-
complete [1, 2, 3]. In literature, task scheduling heuristics 
for DAG applications have been classified as list scheduling 
[4, 5, 6] cluster-based scheduling [7, 8] and duplication-
based scheduling [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. In list-
based task scheduling, tasks are ordered in non-increasing 
order of their priorities (or ranks) and scheduled on the 
resource which minimizes the objective function such as 
schedule length. Clustering is an efficient way to reduce 
communication delay in DAGs by grouping heavily 
communicating tasks to same labeled cluster and then 
assigning tasks in a cluster to the same resource. In 
duplication-based scheduling, parents of current selected 
task can be duplicated into idle time slots between two 
already scheduled tasks in order to reduce the task finish/ 
start time. Duplication-based scheduling is very effective in 
distributed computing system but leave the computing 
resources over consumed due to the heavily duplications. 
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Duplication heuristics are more effective for fine grain task 
graphs and for networks with high communication latencies. 
The term CCR refers to the ratio of average communication 
cost to average computation cost on a given system. A high 
CCR indicates the communication intensive nature of a 
problem, whereas, low CCR represents the computation 
intensive problem. Duplication plays its role more 
effectively at higher CCRs, as the formation of large sized 
scheduling holes increases with higher communication 
costs, which can be exploited to accommodate fine grain 
tasks conveniently [10]. In heterogeneous distributed 
computing system, heterogeneity of computational resources 
and communication mechanisms poses some major 
obstacles to achieve high parallel efficiency. Performance of 
the scheduling algorithms tends to degrade in the presence 
of heterogeneity. This degradation becomes more 
pronounced with an increase in heterogeneity and at higher 
CCRs which results in inappropriate task/ processor 
selection. In this case, duplication is very graceful to 
overcome these „stresses‟ and „strains‟ of heterogeneity by 
duplicating the crucial tasks and thereby improving the 
finish time on processing resource, but it increases 
scheduling cost due the duplicated tasks overhead. In [16], 
Savina et al. suggested the heterogeneous limited 
duplication (HLD) that adapts the SD algorithm [10] 
heterogeneous environment and then assessed the usefulness 
of limited duplication approach in dealing with the stresses 
of heterogeneity in a system. In [17], Dogan et al. proposed 
a level sorting algorithm (LDBS) to arrange the tasks in 
DAG into various precedence levels. The tasks belonging to 
the same level have no data dependencies can be executed 
concurrently. In LDBS, tasks are scheduled level by level 
starting from the top. In current economic market models 
[18, 19], economic cost (cost of executing a workflow on 
grid) has been considered as an important scheduling 
criterion to employ the user-centric policies, since different 
resources, belonging to different organizations, may have 
different polices of charging. Hence, the economic cost of 
resource consumption for scheduling the grid applications 
becomes an important performance metrics for analyzing the 
scheduling algorithms.In EDS-G algorithm, we analyze the 
impact of the duplicated tasks over makespan and try to 
optimize the schedule generated with duplication by 
eliminating tasks (duplicated and unproductive) as much as 
possible without affecting the makespan. A task may 
become unproductive after being duplicated if its immediate 
successor tasks can gather output data from its duplicated 
parent task not later than the unproductive task. These 
algorithms can prove that they are very useful in the 
distributed grids to reduce the scheduling cost of an 
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application and improving the performance of the grid

system.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II defines the task scheduling problem. Section III

presents the proposed task scheduling algorithms. Section

IV shows the simulation results. Then, in section V, we

describe our conclusion of current research work. 

II. TASK SCHEDULING PROBLEM 

A task scheduling model for grid computing system includes

an application of dependent tasks (DAG); a target grid

computing system of arbitrary connected multiple

computing resources and an objective function. 

1) Grid Resource Model 

A grid computing system can be represented by 

),( QRG  where R is the set of m arbitrary connected 

computing resources )............,,( 21 mrrr forming a grid 

and Q is the set of communication channels connecting the 

grid resources. In grid computing system, task execution

cost on different grid resources may be different due to the

processor heterogeneity (different processing rates of grid

resources) and similarly, the data transfer rates (bandwidths)

between different pair of processing resources may be

different due to network heterogeneity. In this model, it is

also assumed that each processing resource has co-processor

to deal with communications, which allows computation and

communication to overlap each other. Additionally, task

executions are assumed to be non-preemptive and

communication overhead between two tasks scheduled on

the same resource is considered as zero. After completing

execution of a task, the associated grid node sends output

data to all of its child tasks in parallel.The main objective of

this paper is to minimize duplications after duplicating tasks

over grid resources selectively and minimize the overall

schedule cost (Resource Consumption). A resource

consumption can be defined as the fraction of time duration

(between after being allotted to an application and released

for another application) a resource is actually executing

some tasks of application in grid.  

Task

Node  

Computation costs on different grid

nodes 

Mean

cost 

r1 r2 r3 r4 
i

n1 1 1 2 1 1.25 

n2 3 2 4 2 2.75 

n3 5 6 3 4 4.5 

n4 2 4 4 2 3.0 

n5 4 8 7 8 6.75 

n6 3 3 1 2 2.25 

n7 5 5 5 5 5.0 

n8 1 2 2 2 1.75 

Table 1. Computation cost matrix [ ij ] for DAG in fig. 1. 

2) Grid Application Model 

A grid application may be represented by a weighted

directed acyclic graph (see figure 1) or DAG, 

),,,( CTEND  where N is a set of n computation 

task nodes, T is a mn computation cost matrix (see

table 1) and the value of Tij  is theexpected time to 

execute task in on grid resource jr for ni 1 and 

mj 1 , E is a set of communication edges that shows 

precedence constraints among the tasks and C is a nn

communication cost matrix and the value of Ccij  is the 

expected time to communicate data from task in to task jn

for nji 1 . The mean computation cost i of task 

in and mean communication cost ijc between task in and 

task jn can be calculated as 

m

m

j

ij

i





1



 ni 1 (1) 

gridinlinksalloverratetransferdatamean

c
c

ij
ij 

nji 1 (2) 

A task node without any parent node is called entry task and

a task node without any child node is called exit task. If

there are two or more entry (exit) tasks, they may be

connected to a zero-cost pseudo entry (exit) task with zero-

cost edges which will not affect the schedule. Since the

intra-processor bus speed is much higher than the inter-

processor network speed, the communication cost between

two tasks scheduled on the same processing node is

considered as zero [20].  

Fig. 1. A Simple DAG with Precedence Constraints. 
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III. ECONOMICAL DUPLICATION BASED SCHEDULING 

This section presents the economical duplication based

scheduling algorithm (EDS-G) in grid computing

environment inspired from our earlier work in [21]. This

algorithm consists of two mechanisms, first is a lower-

bound complexity mechanism for scheduling based on

insertion based task duplication and second is modifying

schedule after removing some duplicated and unproductive

tasks in the schedule without affecting the makespan.In this

section, a lower-bound complexity algorithm (EDS-G) for

grid computing system has been presented. The pseudo code

of the algorithm is shown in figure 3. A priority-based task

sequence is generated by ordering the tasks in non-

increasing order of their b-level (computation and

communication cost along the longest directed path from the

concerned task to the exit task in DAG) that can be

calculated recursively using mean cost parameter as: 

)(}max{ ijijjii nsuccncbb           (3) 

The term )( insucc  refers to the set of immediate child 

nodes of task in  in the DAG. Now, the first unscheduled 

task in the task sequence is selected and scheduled on a grid

resource that can finish its execution at the earliest using

duplication (task replication) approach. This algorithm uses

insertion based scheduling policy which considers the

possible insertion of a task or duplicated task in an earliest

idle time slot between two already scheduled tasks on the

grid resource. A task on the grid resource can start execution

only after the data arrived from all of its immediate 

predecessors. The parent of task in whose data arrives last 

of all is termed as the most important immediate parent 

(MIIP). Data arrival time for in on kr is given by: 

}},{min{),( '

)(
max jijkjk

npredn

ki cFFrnDAT
ij




          (4) 

The term )( inpred refers to the set of immediate parent 

nodes of task  in  in the DAG.   

(a) 

(b) 
                   Duplicated Task                          Free Time Slot 

Fig. 2. Gantt Charts for the schedule generated by (a) HLD

Algorithm (Duplications = 4, Resource Used = 4) (b) EDS-

G Algorithm (Duplications=2, Resource Used = 2) for an

application DAG shown in fig. 1. 

Due to the non-availability of data earlier, owing to

precedence constraints or communication delay, a grid

resource may remain idle leading to the formation of

scheduling holes. These scheduling holes may be exploited

to duplicate tasks to minimize data arrival time. The start 

time  ikS of task in on grid resource kr   is limited by the 

data arrival from its MIIP (say iM ) and availability of a 

suitable scheduling hole. If suitable slot is not available then 

task in can start after the completion of last scheduled task 

on grid resource kr , i.e. the ready time (
R

kr ) of resource 

kr . The start time of task in  on resource  kr is given by: 

}},min{),,(max{ S

r

R

kkiik GrrMDATS                (5) 

where
S

rG is the start time of first suitable free time slot rG

to accommodate task in on the resource kr , if exist. The 

finish time ikF is calculated as: 

ikikik SF                                                           (6) 

The finish time is calculated for all the available grid 

resources and task  in is scheduled on the resource that 

gives earliest finish time. After scheduling the all tasks,

makespan is calculated as: 

mkniFmakespan ik  1;1}max{     (7) 
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Fig. 3. Pseudo Code for EDS-G Algorithm 
Further, we maintain a list A of origin tasks (which have
been duplicated later in the schedule) with their links to
dependent tasks and list B of duplicated tasks in non-
increasing order of earliest start time. The above schedule is
modified only   if   the removal of the duplicated task from
list B does not affect the makespan. Similarly, all the
unproductive tasks in the list A, that are not responsible to
provide any output to immediate successor tasks due to
theirduplications, are removed from the schedule. This
modified schedule contains lesser number of duplications
and remarkably less resource consumption as compared with
HLD, LDBS for heterogeneous grid computing systems.
Gantt charts for the schedule generated by HLD algorithm 

and EDS-G Algorithm is shown in fig. 2. Here in HLD
schedule, task 2n on resource 2r and task 4n on resource 

4r are unproductive after being duplicated on resource 2r
and 1r respectively. Hence in EDS-G schedule, tasks 1n
(which was scheduled on 2r for 2n ), 2n from resource 2r
and tasks 1n (which was scheduled on 4r for 4n ),  4n
from resource 4r have been removed. It shows that EDS-G
uses less duplications and lesser number of resources as 
compared to HLD for the same makespan. 

IV. SIMULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The experimental results for random task graphs are
presented in fig. 6 and 7 for the clique topology for different
task graph sizes and CCRs in the simulated grid
environments. The performance of EDS-G algorithm is
analyzed with respect to various graph characteristics (task
sizes, CCRs). The simulated set of experiments compare the
performance of the grid system in terms of average number
of duplications and resource consumption with respect to
various graph sizes and CCRs for heterogeneous grid
computing systems (see fig. 6). Each result is obtained with
respect to CCR is an average of 25 graphs (over 5 sizes and
5 average parallelisms), and with respect to graph size is an
average of 20 graphs (over 4 CCRs and five average
parallelisms). In these experiments, the EDS-G algorithm
outperforms the HLD, LDBS for different DAG sizes and
CCRs with respect to avg. duplications and resource
consumption. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A duplication based strategy has been found very
momentous for homogeneous and heterogeneous computing
systems to improve the performance of the system.
Currently more research work is focusing over
heterogeneous computing system such as grids which
consists of abundant resources over wide area networks with
different capabilities. Scheduling a task graph with
precedence constraints in grids is an issue due to the higher
communication latencies. Duplication improves
performance and reliability of such systems by duplicating
critical tasks with higher communication costs.Our
approaches optimize schedule by reducing duplications as
much as possible without affecting the makespan and
improve the system performance so that application
execution cost and duplication overhead can be reduced.
Performance comparison with best known duplications
algorithms LDBS and HLD for grid computing system
shows that EDS-G algorithm generates comparable
schedules with remarkably less duplications and less
resource consumption.  

EDS-G Algorithm
Begin

1: Construct a priority based task sequence ;
2:do {

3: Select the first unscheduled task in
in the task sequence 

4:for (all kr in processor list R ) {

5: Sort the list of immediate parents of in
in non-increasing order 

of data arrival time;
6:for all immediate parents, select the first immediate parent 

jn
from the list at Step 5 {

7:if duplication of jn
can reduce finish time ikF

of in
on kr

8: Duplicate jn
;

9: }

10: Compute earliest finish time ikF
of in

on kr using eq.(6);
11:  }

12: Find the minimum earliest finish time of in ;

13: Assign in
on resource kr with minimum ikF

in schedule S;

14: }while (there are unscheduled tasks in the task sequence );
15: Maintain a list A of origin tasks which have been duplicated 
later with their successor links to other tasks and list B of 
duplicated tasks in non-increasing order of their earliest start time;

16:for (each duplicated task in
in list B) {

17:if (no change in makespan of schedule S after removing 

duplicated task in
) 

18: Remove this duplicated task in
from the schedule S and 

update list A;
19: }

20:for (each task in
in list A) {

21:if task in
has no dependent task in schedule S due to its  

duplication later on different processors; remove this task  in
from the schedule S
22: }
End
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
Fig 6. (a to d) Performance comparison of EDS-G algorithm

on random DAGs in computational Grids. 
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